
Specification for RED TAG  

 1)  The size of tag is 95 mm X 195 mm.   

 2)  The shape of tag is rectangle. Tag paper is red in colour- both front & back side.   

 3)  5 mm hole is provided in top of tag with plastic protector, which is pasted firmly so that it should 
not obstruct in laser printer during printing of tag.   

4)  The rectangle stub is provided with perforated demarcation such that 75 mm long stub remain in 
bottom of tag, which can be easily detachable from main tag.   

5)  Base colour of tag is red. Left hand side 8 mm light yellow colour band with printed words to be 
provided as per drawing shown below.   

6)  Quality of paper.(200-250 GSM quality)   

 7)  200 Nos of tag are to be packed in one air tight polythene bag and such bag should be packed in 
proper carton.   

8)  Sample of tag should get approved before bulk printing of tags.   

9)  Printed format is shown below as a sample.   

 



Specification for Caution tag  

 1)  The size of tag is 90 mm X 125 mm.   

 2)  The shape of tag is rectangle. Tag paper is white in colour-both front & back side.   

 3)  5 mm hole is provided in top of tag with plastic protector, which is pasted firmly so that it should 
not obstruct in laser printer during printing of tag.   

 4)  Colour of tag is white with 2 mm red border on all the edges.   

 5)  Quality of paper. (200-250 GSM quality)   

 6)  200 Nos of tag are to be packed in one air tight polythene bag and such bag should be packed in 
proper carton.   

  7)  Tag number should be printed in 5 digit starting from 05001 to 25000.   

8)  Sample of tag should get approved before bulk printing of tags.   

 9) Printed format is shown below as a sample. 

 


